Resolution of Acronyms
NML 502, spring 2016 Pizza Award recognitions

Pizza Point Awardee: --- <#>*PPA
Awarded to students who earned PPs on HW or exam assignments, asked great
questions or gave great answers in class, or engaged in great discussions off-
line, …

1*PPA --- Silver level: 1-4 PP
2*PPA --- Gold level: 5-8 PP
3*PPA --- Platinum level: 8.5-11 PP
4*PPA --- Purple level: 12-15 PP or more

TAs’ Choice: NOT AWARDED in 2016
Awarded to students who impressed the TAs most in some way, through HWs or
other interactions, anything meritorious. For example, significant improvement
from beginning to end; great effort to perform better; or sharp questions, etc.

Achiever (Top grades) categories --- <>ACE
HWACE --- Best in HW (Top three, and all with >100% HW score recognized)
QACE --- Best in Quizzes (Top three recognized)
EACE --- Best in Exam1 (Top three, and all over 90% recognized)
PrACE --- Best in overall Project (Top four teams recognized)
AACE --- Best overall grade (Top three recognized)
ACE+(#) --- Over 100%: All with > 100% overall score recognized, with ranking #

Project Categories --- PrXXX(#) Top two recognized, with ranking #.
PrPres(#) --- Best Project Presentation
PrCh(#) --- Most Challenging Project
PrIm(#) --- Most Imaginative / innovative Project
PrDoc(#) --- Best-Documented Project
PrAll(#) --- Most Overall Peer Votes for Presentation (in all categories combined)

Special recognitions:
EEff --- Extraordinary effort --- for unusual effort that does not fit other categories
AUD --- Students who audited the course
TAEx --- TA Extraordinaire --- acknowledging our TAs and Graders